Abstract-Despite the fact that dynamic XML labelling schemes have been investigated widely, some challenges still need to be tackled. Dynamic XML documents are subject to change. An efficient dynamic labelling scheme is able to maintain the node relationships throughout continuous changes to the XML tree structure. Such a scheme generates labels for new nodes to avoid the need to relabel the whole tree. The main problem for dynamic XML is overflow that occurs when the label's length of the new node is over the reserved space limit. There has not been sufficient analysis to determine the class of labelling scheme which faces this problem in the early stages of update. To this end a series of experiments were performed when updating the Nasa XML database, which contains real data. Five sets of new nodes (50, 100, 400, 800, 1200) were inserted into this dataset using two versions of XML node indexing system: a Prefix and an Interval labelling scheme. It was found that Interval falls victim to the problem of overflow after the insertion of only 100 nodes whereas Prefix has no problem even when adding 1200 nodes.
I. INTRODUCTION
The extensive exploitation to XML documents for data storage and exchange in different applications [1, 2, 3, 4] has attracted researchers to search for techniques to manage the increased data [5] . Some conventional database management systems known as XML-enable databases support XML documents such as Oracle XDK and Microsoft SQL Server [6, 7] . To store XML data in these databases, a mapping process is needed to transfer the data from an XML tree into a table format of rows and columns. Another kind of XML database called Native-XML databases XSD has a similar structure to XML and eliminates the need for the mapping process and this kind of XML databases is the centre of this study [6, 7] .
Relational database management systems have a mature indexing system to process user queries efficiently and effectively. However, this indexing system is not suitable for a data that has an hierarchical structures such as XML [5] . XML documents can be represented as a tree through different relationships: parent-child P-C, ancestor-descendant A-D, and sibling relationships [8, 2] . To access the intended node in this hierarchical tree structure, an indexing system is required which is capable of representing the node relationships and as result improves query processing [9] .
Node labelling schemes are used as the indexing system for XML documents by assigning a single label to each node and this label represents its relationships in the XML tree [10, 11] . XML query languages such as XPath and XQuery have the same structure as XML documents and a comparison of the structures of the node labels and the query can speed up the query processing [9, 12] .
Labelling schemes are evaluated in three terms: they should be Compact the label length should be small in order to fit in computer memory. Flexible, the scheme should be able to represent the different kinds of node relationships, and Dynamic the issue analysed in this paper, where the scheme should be able to assign labels dynamically during the update without a relabelling process [13, 14, 15] .
Node labelling schemes are employed to assign a single label to a node that clarifies the structure of the node and its relationships in the document. This class of scheme is useful for the static XML databases. However, XML databases which are regularly updated cause problems for these schemes [16, 17, 18, 19, 20] . Labelling schemes for dynamic documents need to keep the node relationships during update to maintain the effectiveness of query processing [16] . Dynamic labelling schemes can preserve query processing efficiency through dynamic label generation but the label length will increase with increasing file size and that can have a detrimental effect the scheme performance because it needs a lot of storage [21] .
Researchers in the XML labelling scheme domain have proposed a number labelling schemes which permit the addition of more data without the need for relabelling. In this study, the Vector Order-Centric labelling scheme designed by [22] was analysed for its ability to update XML documents dynamically.
As was addressed in [22] the issue of XML node insertion occurs in two forms: uniform insertion, where the node is inserted between random pairs of successive nodes and skewed insertion which is split into two sub-categories: order skewed insertion is a repeated insertion before or after a specific node and random skewed insertion is repeatedly inserting between two random nodes.
The paper will be organised as follows: section (II) will explain three kinds of labelling scheme. Section (III) will define the problem of overflow. Section (IV) includes the experiments results and discussion and Section (V) concludes the paper.
II. THE RELATED WORKS
XML mark up was proposed to provide flexibility in designing document structure [23] . This characteristic made XML a global technology for data transmission and representation in various applications [8] , such as Bioinformatics [24] , Geography [25] , Mathematical Markup Language MathML [26] , Distributed Learning Transferring ADL [27] . In order to enable these structures to be queried efficiently labelling schemes have been devised to provide an index to the tree's structure [28] .
In this paper, a number of labelling schemes will be discussed. They are classified as: Interval Labelling Scheme, Prefix Labelling scheme, and Multiplicative Labelling Scheme.
A. interval-based labelling schemes
The labels of an Interval Labelling schemes represent the node location in the XML tree as a pair of numbers assigned during preorder and postorder tree traversal [29, 30] . This scheme is known as an Interval labelling scheme because the interval between the two numbers that form the label identifies the node's parent, ancestor or descendant node relationships ( [30] as cited in [5] ).
The earliest XML labelling scheme is called Pre-Post labelling scheme and was designed by [31] . It generates labels to represent the node relationships in the tree using two integers. For instance, in the Figure 1 the node School is the parent of Student because the Student's label is (2,3) which in the interval of the School's label (1, 7) . Moreover, School in the Figure 1 is the ancestor node of student's ID because the label of ID is (3, 1) which is in the range of School label (1,7).
In [22] , it was reported that a Pre-Post labelling scheme is able to represent A-D relationships but not P-C relationships explicitly. So, [32] proposed a new interval labelling scheme which is dubbed the Containment labelling scheme. The suggested scheme allocates labels for each node which consist of three sections: Start, End, and Position to define the node correlations as shows in Figure 2 .
It can be seen that the node level of School in Figure 2 is a higher level of the node Student, therefore, a P-C relationship must exist between them.
In [9] , it was reported that the Interval labelling schemes produce labels sequentially in depth first tree traversal which enables node relationships definition. However, these schemes do not support dynamic XML documents. To cover this drawback, space is reserved for node insertions but this approach has a disadvantage. With extensive use of the XML database, the allocated space may be insufficient for the number of nodes inserted and this situation is known as overflow. It means that relabelling of the whole tree is required [33, 29] .
Therefore, a group of researcher adopted another technique for static and dynamic label generation as will be explained in the next section.
B. Prefix Labelling Scheme
Prefix labelling schemes are based on a system used by librarians called Dewey Decimal Coding [34] and it can be used to define the structural relationships through node label [13] . Prefix labelling schemes assign labels during a depth first traversal of the XML tree. Each label consists of sections and are separated by delimiters ',' or '.'. The prefix section of the node's label is the parent label which itself contains its parent's label and so on starting from the root [35, 13, 16] . The Figure 3 illustrates Dewey Encoding which is the most known Prefix Labelling Scheme and was designed by [35] .
Many schemes have been proposed based on Dewey Encoding to provide labels for the dynamic update of XML documents. However, these schemes required a great deal of storage space for deep trees [29] . So another group of researchers adopted the mathematical operations to assign labels that define the relationships effectively as will be explained in the next section.
C. Multiplicative Labelling Schemes
Schemes of this class use integers as labels and employ mathematical operations such as modulus [36] , division, multiplication and the Chinese reminder operation [30] . Another group of researches exploited graph vectors to define the node relationships through label encoding. and designed a new dynamic labelling scheme known as vector order-centric [22] . Vector order-centric schemes can encode labels produced by the static schemes, such as Interval (Containment) as can be seen in Figure 4 and Prefix (Dewey Encoding) as illustrated in Figure 5 .
In spite of the benefits of vector order-centric labelling scheme [22] , it was reported that it has a weakness [13, 21] which is the target of this paper.
III. THE OVERFLOW PROBLEM IN VECTOR ORDER-CENTRIC
LABELLING SCHEME Static labelling schemes cannot change the node labels when the structure of the XML tree is changed [11] . Therefore, [22] suggested a labelling scheme, called vector order-centric that employed graph vectors to maintain the node labels when the tree structure is changed. The labels were initially generated by one of the conventional static labelling schemes.
The tree update was addressed by [22] through looking at two insertion process: uniform insertion and skewed insertion. Uniform insertion is inserting a new node between two randomly chosen consecutive nodes. Skewed insertion was classified into two classes: ordered skewed insertion, is repeatedly inserting new nodes before or after a particular node. Random skewed insertion, is repeatedly adding new nodes between two nodes in random order.
In [22] , it was explained that vector order-centric labelling is efficient when labelling XML trees dynamically without a relabelling process. However, [21] reported that the some results of vector order-centric are unavailable because it exploits UTF-8 mechanism for label representation. They did not give further information of the mechanism impact on the label representation which can assist the later studies.
To address the problem, a vector order-centric labelling scheme was implemented using both Prefix and Interval schemes. Dewey Encoding, an example of a Prefix labelling scheme was used for the initial labelling. V-Dewey will be used to show the resulting labels for Dewey Encoding within a vector order-centric scheme. From the Interval schemes, Containment was used for the initial labelling of the XML dataset. VContainment is the result of Containment labelling encoded by the vector order-centric scheme.
Two groups of experiments were executed using VContainment and V-Prefix to insert 200, 500 and 1000 elements into the database based on ordered skewed insertion. The first group experiments were used to measure the time required to insert the three sets of elements into the document. The second series of experiments were used to evaluate the storage space needed to store the labels as will be explained in the next section.
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS ANALYSIS

A. System Setup
The experiments were run using 'Release 4.4.0RC1' as an integrated development environment IDE to execute Java code on a computer has Intel (R) Core (TM) i5-3570t CPU 2.30 GHz, RAM 4 MB, and windows 7 Enterprise. V-Containment and VDewey were adopted to update Nasa XML dataset which is a real XML dataset. This database has a balance between the depth and width of its tree structure as shown in Table 1 . The Nasa dataset can be downloaded from the website of the University of Washington [37] for research purposes. In addition the statistical application SPSS was employed to investigate the results.
B. Discussion
Five groups of nodes: 50, 100, 400, 800, and 1200 were inserted into Nasa to analyse the impact of depth increasing on the label size using V-Containment and V-Dewey schemes. The time required to generate labels for the new nodes are displayed in Table 2 and they are illustrated in Figure 6 .
As can be seen in Table 2 , the mean time for encoding 50 new nodes using V-Dewey is 10,763-ms which is half of 32829-ms the mean time for encoding 100 nodes. In addition, the mean time for labelling 100 new nodes has doubled around 8 times for labelling 400 update nodes and time consumption has steeply with the increased number of new nodes. On the other hand, the mean time for encoding 50 new nodes using V-Containment is 2,247-ms and it about doubled for the insertion of 100 nodes. Moreover, the mean time for generating labels for the new 400 nodes is 13,204-ms, three times of the mean time of 100 nodes. The mean time gradually declined after insertion of 800 new nodes starting from 24,562-ms.
To investigate this case, another set of experiments were conducted to study the storage space requirement for updated the same set of nodes.
The storage space needed to store these groups of new nodes is shown in Table 3 which clarifies the differences of time consumptions for labels generating. The storage required for storing 50 labels produced by V-Containment is 86 Byte and it increased to 87 Byte for the new 100 labels. After that, the number is reduced to 13 Byte for the over 100 new nodes. On the contrary, the storage required for storing new node labels generated using V-Dewey rose from 22,009 Byte for 50 nodes to 528,009 Byte for the 1200 labels as shown in Figure 7 .
It can be seen Figure 7 the scale of storage for labels generated by V-Dewey is very large in comparison to the scale of V-Containment. 528,009 Byte is needed for 1,200 inserted labels produced by V-Dewey in contrast to 13 Byte for labels generated by V-Containment. As a result, the storage spaces of V-Containment cannot be seen in Figure 6 , therefore, logarithm was employed to amplify the values of storage capacities as shows in Figure 8 . So, it is clear that the space size for over 100 elements has reduced from 87 byte to be steady on 13 byte. Whilst, the storage space for the new labels which were generated by V-Dewey has increased sharply from 44009 Byte to 528,009 Byte for over 100 nodes.
V-Dewey is based on Prefix labelling scheme which generates labels linearly and the label size depends on the number of label sections which in turn relies on the node's depth in the tree [35] . Based on the node's depth, the time range in V-Dewey has scaled up with the increase on the node numbers to represent the structural relationships from the root [38] .
However, the view of V-Containment is different. It is based on an Interval labelling technique which generates labels exponentially that consists of a fixed number of sections and it is calculated based on the Node's parent label [32] . The label size will rise and so will the time consumption with the increase of the tree's depth. The decline of the storage space over 100 nodes insertion due to the label size has become over the ability of the mechanism for label representation which is known as overflow problem and relabelling process is inevitable [21] . Vector order-centric scheme uses UTF-8 mechanism [39] which is qualified to represent node label up to 2 31 bits [21] which is less than the label size over 100 nodes. So, Figure 8 shows that the storage space of 400 elements and over is steady at around 1.11394 which is the natural log of 13 and time consumption has decreased with increase of the updated nodes as illustrated in Figure 6 .
V. CONCLUSION
A common problem of dynamic XML tree update known as overflow was investigated in this paper. This problem has significant effect on the performance of dynamic XML trees. The node relationships need to be maintained during changes to the XML without the relabelling the existing nodes. However, the problem's emergence using different labelling schemes has not been addressed sufficiently. The Prefix and Containment labelling schemes were employed to define the nodes relationships of Nasa XML database. In addition, the vector order-centric technique was employed to preserve the relationships during XML update. A number of experiments were conducted to insert three groups of elements into the dataset to identify the overflow problem using V-Containment and V-Prefix. It was found that the problem emerged after 100 node insertions using V-Containment. The representation of the node's context through label needs more analysis to improve the dynamic labelling schemes. 
